
Media Kit + Sponsorships



About
#GIRLBOSSES

Artist Uprising is spearheaded by two female 
entrepreneurs, Merrick Porchéddu and Angela 
Ross. Both are artist activists, fashion & brand
enthusiasts, and avid sushi lovers. 

While Artist Uprising lends itself to uncovering the 
most exciting emerging talent from any creative 
field, the duo personally specialize in A&R 
consulting (Merrick) and upper level talent 
management (Angela). 

Together, the partners, naturally curate new talent, 
encourage artists, and find every unique angle to 
create opportunities for uprising artists to reach 
their "tipping point."  



Statistics

         rtist Uprising launched Feb of 2017 in Dallas, TX as a print publication originally

featuring the Top 25 Most Influential Creatives of DFW. The editorial collectors 

book sold out in just five days after its debut. Currently, Artist Uprising is carried in 

over 30 distributing stores, including the Dallas Museum of Art and every room of 

the Joule and Lumen hotels. 

The digital blog called, The Weekly, launched in March 2017. To date, the blog 

averages a reach of 8,350 people per post. 

Up & Coming: 

Celebrity interviews, a podcast, the launch of an official clothing line, and another 

editorial print publication set to hit stores in the Spring. Artist Uprising (albeit a new

company), faces its own national "tipping point" just around the corner. 

The brand itself is beginning to get the attention from companies such as SONY 

Records, Columbia Records, CBS, Warner, ABC, as well as some celebrity-friends of 

Ross' willing to endorse the future of the brand, whose mission is after one thing:  

OVERVIEW

est. 2017

A

To abolish the term "starving artist." 



"ARTIST UPRISING IS UNIFYING THE LOCAL CREATIVE CULTURE 
WITH INNOVATION, PASSION, AND CREATIVITY." DFW Style Daily



Publication Advertisement



Publication
LAST DFW - ONLY  ISSUE!

Artist Uprising is scheduled to release a limited 

edition (issue no. 2) featuring Top 25 Emerging 
Creatives of DFW in 2018 in March 2018. The 

company plans to renew existing relationships with 

current distributors while growing the brand's 

footprint into outlying cities. Distribution also 

includes secured hotel partnerships.   

This will be the last DFW-only issue before the 

brand goes national with its Top 25 Tipping Point 

Creatives - USA. 

(Scheduled release date Summer 2019) 



Print
2018 Issue - DFW (Pricing)

Opening Spread 

Interior Full Page 

Interior Spread 

Closing Full Page 

Closing Spread 

Back Cover 

$3,500

$1,500

$2,800

$2,100

$3,900

$5,000

LOCAL REACH // 
TOTAL REACH // 
DEMOGRAPHIC // 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME // 

COFFEE SHOPS
MUSEUMS

ARTISANAL BOUTIQUES
HOTELS

COWORKING SPACES
SALONS

PLACEMENT //  

476K LOCALS
1.4M

22-45 (AGE)
$115K ANNUAL



Online Advertisement



Digital
THE WEEKLY

Header banner on home page 

Header banner on "The Weekly" 

01. 

02. 

REACH PER POST // 
TOTAL REACH // 
DEMOGRAPHIC // 

8,350 
2.3M 

22-45 (AGE) 
 



Banner Ad

Promote your brand, product/service, or event on the home page of 
our website. Banner advertisement will be linkable to your site. 01. Home Page 

PRICE | weekly      ..............................................................      
1 month    ...............................................................     
3 months  ...............................................................    

$300 
$950 
$2,800



Banner Ad
Promote your brand, product/service, or event on our digital blog 
space. Banner advertisement will be linkable to your site + 
located at top of the page. 

03. "The Weekly"

PRICE | Weekly     ...............................................................     
Monthly   ...............................................................     
3 Months      ..........................................................     

$300 
$950 
$2,800



Podcast Sponsorships
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ANGELA ROSS  

| Singer / Actor / Producer 

| World renowned pro skater 

| Founder of The Giving Keys 

| Choreographer for Rihanna, Katy Perry, Beyonce...  

| ABC's Bachelorette 

CREATIVES.
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DI
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CE

It is our mission to abolish the term "starving artistry." The podcast focuses on interviewing those who have paved the way with their
successes in the arts and entertainment industry. Tune in, as they give other emerging artist-listeners tips to success, as well 
as advice in the midst of a "tipping-point." This podcast series will also be a platform to discover new emerging talent from all over 
the world in unity. Stay tuned and explore the next Artist Uprising.

NICK JONAS

CAITLIN CROSBY
MIKEY TAYLOR

DANI VITALE

...Just to name a few. 
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Artist Uprising / Partner 

RACHEL LINDSAY

TOTAL SOCIAL 
CELEBRITY REACH

27.3M

29.8M



$5
,0

00
 + Sponsorship includes being mentioned 3X throughout the segments of tier 1 celebrity interviews. 

INTRO.          "This episode brought to you by ____________." 

MIDDLE:       Host reminds listeners of sponsor 

OUTRO:        5 sec commercial wrap up of sponsor 

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

info@artistuprising.com
SPONSORSHIP | ADVERTISEMENT

$2
,5

00 For every 1 celebrity guest, we will feature 3 new faces emerging in the arts, media, fashion, and entertainment 

world. For sponsors with a more narrowed approach or tighter budget, we offer the same sponsorship package 

as mentioned above, but for our podcast segments featuring a new emerging talent.  
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Each episode is filmed for our "behind the scenes" monthly subscribers. Segments of the interviews are released 

on Youtube. Advertisers can claim a Youtube release separate from Sponsors on the podcast recordings. 

Note: Sponsors do not automatically become advertisers on YouTube segments, as this is a separate 

advertisement opportunity.   
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Listen to the artist. That's what we do. 

As a culture, let us find out where we could 

have created the opportunities when no 

one else could see one.  

Merrick Porchéddu 

Founder of Artist Uprising



Thank you.
Please don't hesitate to contact us with questions.

MERRICK PORCHÉDDU           |               MERRICK@ARTISTUPRISING.COM            |             214. 755. 6279


